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C. The command parameter for both system functions specifies the name of a linkage 
options entry that provides the information on how to invoke the command. 
D. Both system functions assign the value that the system command returns to the system 
variable sysVar.errorCode. 

Answer: Pending Please Send your suggestions to feedback
 

QUESTION: 52
 
Which statement about Library parts is FALSE?
 

A. A Library can invoke another library. 
B. A Library is a separate generatable part. 
C. A Library can transfer to another library. 
D. At runtime, EGL loads the library into memory the first time it is used. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 53 
A company needs to provide the ability for its customers to retrieve part description and 
part pricing information. What is the best way to provide the required access to the data 
from outside the company? 

A. A service 
B. A called program 
C. A function in a library 
D. A standalone function 

Answer: Pending Please Send your suggestions to feedback
 

QUESTION: 54
 
Which statement is true about programs with the stereotype of BasicProgram?
 

A. BasicProgram is one of several stereotypes that are included in the core EGL package. 
B. A basic program cannot access databases or files. 
C. A basic program cannot use most EGL statements or system libraries. 
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D. A basic program cannot communicate with a user through a browser or 3270 screen. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 55 
A function has logic that uses an index when referencing a dynamic array. Which technique 
permits the logic in the function to continue to run even if there is an ARRAY OUT OF 
BOUNDS EXCEPTION such as the index being set to zero? 

A. include a try/onException block in the function with a record type of Index Out Of 
Bounds Exception 
B. set the checkIndexOutOfBounds build descriptor option to YES 
C. code logic similar to if (myIndex is inbounds) before using the index 
D. You cannot do this because the run unit always stops when you get an ARRAY 
OUT OF BOUNDS EXCEPTION. 

Answer: Pending Please Send your suggestions to feedback 

QUESTION: 56 
Which statement is true about developing a large application system with 
interdependencies between the projects? 

A. Cycles between EGL projects are never permitted. 
B. Projects that are referenced most frequently should be built first. 
C. The only way to set the order in which projects are built is by using Window > 
Preferences > General > Workspace > Build Order. 
D. The only way to set the order in which projects are built is by using Project > Optimize 
EGL Project Build Order. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 57 
A customer has several subsystems that use identical values for most of the build 
descriptor options, but which need to vary just a few option values. What is the BEST 
way to share the identical values? 
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A. Copy the common build descriptor part into the subsystem build descriptor part 
B. Import the common build descriptor part into the subsystem build descriptor part 
C. Use the nextBuildPart option to chain from a subsystem build descriptor part to a 
common build descriptor part 
D. Use the nextBuildDescriptor option to chain from a subsystem build descriptor part 
to a common build descriptor part 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 58 
What is the correct way to set an SQL variable to a null value before inserting or updating a 
row in a relational table? 

A. use the EGL assignment statement sqlVariable = null; 
B. use the EGL assignment statement set sqlVariable null; 
C. You need not do anything; the EGL framework automatically converts default initial 
values to nulls if the property isSQLNullable is set to yes for the variable. 
D. You need not do anything; the EGL framework automatically converts default initial 
values to nulls if the question mark (?) follows a variable declaration type. 

Answer: Pending Please Send your suggestions to feedback 

QUESTION: 59 
Due to EGL capability for single source code with generation for multiple target runtime 
environments, a programmer _____. 

A. Does not have be concerned with the intended target platform 
B. Can only deploy a program across similar environments, such as the Java runtime 
environments 
C. Can write a program once and deploy on multiple target runtime environments without 
any concerns 
D. Can write a program once and deploy it on multiple target runtime environments but 
must be aware of potential limitations 

Answer: C 
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QUESTION: 60
 
Consider the following source code: sourceTimeStamp TIMESTAMP (MMdd;
 
targetTimeStamp TIMESTAMP (yyyMMddHHmmss sourceTimeStamp = "0615"
 
targetTimeStamp = sourceTimeStamp;If this statement runs on March 10, 2008 at 2:38:40
 
AM, what is the resulting value for targetTimeStamp?
 

A. 00000310000000 
B. 00000615000000 
C. 20080615000000 
D. 20080615023840 

Answer: B 
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